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Rob Cohen with his staff

With soft brown eyes, manicured scruff, and a gentle pensive air, Stéphan 
Breuer looks like young Hollywood’s mysterious new boyfriend.  But though 
he was at one time passionate about acting as a way to live multiple lives, 
being an actor required too much waiting, and he needed to constantly be in 
creative action.  

At the age of 30, Stéphan Breuer founded his own company after a trip 
to Tokyo, during which he’d experienced what he called “the power of the 
brand phenomenon.”  On the return flight, feeling high and inspired, he 
contemplated the messages brands were disseminating and resolved to create 
his own brand, imbued with his values.  Through the window of his airplane, 
he watched the sky turn from blue to mauve and indigo and finally to black, 
and started to imagine his dream company, which he called FLYING...

In FLYING, Stéphan Breuer is creating something abstract and immaterial, 
more poetically powerful and permanent than any consumer product.  
FLYING stands for something he discovered over seven years of traveling the 
world on behalf of BREUER, his family’s 116-year-old men’s luxury fashion 
brand.  Traveling from Japan to South America to the U.S. in quick succession 
gave him an amazing perspective on humanity, and he found certain themes 
emerging regardless of where he was.  

He was fascinated by the differences in the ways people lived but was even 
more interested in what was common to them all.  Senses and emotions 
emerged as the primary and connective elements of humanity and thus 
became the most relevant, strongest, and important influences on Stéphan’s 
creation of the FLYING brand.

Brand Equity is paramount to Stéphan because he equates it with the love 
of what the brand symbolizes in its consumers mind; that is the capital with 
which Stéphan is most concerned.  He is, after all, already wildly successful.  
He wants to be “the world’s poorer billionaire” in the sense that money is 
not his driving force; rather, helping people to live in harmony with their 
environments is what drives him.  In FLYING, Stéphan has united his 
values and business acumen to create something that is at once global and 
personal, with a strong sense of altruism.  He hopes FLYING will help guide 
consumers to change social behaviors for the greater good and to consume 
more consciously.

His first project, FLYING Eternity, is the world’s first “Sensory Tower” and 
officially launches this year in Dubai.  It embodies a new form of architecture 
in which the emotions and senses are elements of design.  The tower is 
uniquely beautiful, an oval structure with a soft, almost feminine feel, despite 
being clothed in what looks like layered chrome that falls against the tower’s 
shape like the ruffles of an haute couture dress.  But within the tower, it’s 
the insistence on inhabitants’ sensory awareness being fully part of their life 
experience that transcends cultural differences and brings precious origins 
and traditions forward into Stéphan’s vision of an inspiring and “ethically 
aesthetic” future way of life.

In the coming years, FLYING Eternity towers will arise in cities around the 
world, but keep an eye out for FLYING’s logo: always in motion, Stéphan will 
be building his brand, integrating everything from movies and contemporary 
art exhibitions to biotechnology.  But just as the monarch’s Great Seal was 
affixed to all his important business in recognition that his wishes and 
commands were being carried out, so will the FLYING logo be your assurance 
that Stéphan’s values have found life within that project.

You can reach Flying at vision@flyingconcepts.com
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